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INTRODUCTION
This is the third in a series of reference guides covering wooden sporting gliders built in
Great Britain. In terms of gliders built/designed Slingsbys are number one by a country mile.
If we total up all their gliders starting with the T1 Falcon and ending with the T51 Dart we
have an estimate of 1790 completed aircraft covering 34 different types. Not possible to be
more precise, and of course not all were constructed by the Slingsby factory, some were
built under licence by other companies, Martin Hearn Ltd figures large here, and additionally
quite a few from kits supplied by Slingsbys . Also it should be pointed out that the 15 T5
Grunau Babys were built under licence by Slingsbys and weren’t designed by them.
Next in the league table of sporting gliders designers/builders come Elliotts of Newbury.
Starting with the Meise inspired Olympia in 1947 and finishing with the Oly 465 in 1965 the
estimate is Elliotts built 340 gliders across 11 different design types.
To merit a reference guide my criteria is that at least 2 types have to have been both
“designed and built” by the company/individual. Safe to say that at least 90% of the Great
British wooden sporting gliders ever built are accounted for by Slingsbys and Elliotts. We’re
left with 4 manufacturers who I know both designed and built 2 or more types:





The Bill Manuel gliders of the 1930s
The BAC (British Aircraft Corporation) gliders
The Scud series produced by Abbott Baynes at Farnham in the 1930s
The Viking gliders of Scott Light Aircraft Ltd

This particular reference guide concerns the Viking gliders which I find particularly interesting
due to their involvement with the military in the early years of WW2. As always the guide has
been put together referencing and collating information from a number of key sources. In
particular for the Scott Vikings:


Norman Ellison’s “British Gliders and Sailplanes 1922 – 1970” ISBN 0 7136 1189 8



The “Merseyside 1970” publication



Scale Soaring http://www.scalesoaring.co.uk/



Much appreciated advice from a number of VGC members: Richard Cawsey,Ted
Hull, Colin Simpson, and David Underwood

As always if you have new and interesting information and/or photos, else you believe there
are mistakes, please contact the author at FGBradney@outlook.com
Glyn Bradney, 10th May 2014 – latest revision14/6/2014 following receipt of corrections and
new information from Richard Cawsey.
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HISTORY of W.R.SCOTT and SCOTT LIGHT AIRCRAFT LTD
Walter Roy Scott built his first aircraft, effectively a hang glider, at the age of 13½! It did
actually fly though crashed on its first very short flight. Scott admitted later that at the time he
knew little about stressing, and if he had done he would have never flown the machine! He
subsequently designed and built a number of further gliders which saw progressive
improvement, this included a tandem 44 ½ feet span two seater in 1932 which flew very well
until written off by a RAF pilot in 1933.

(The Scott 1932 2-seater where he paid for the materials out of his 3 shillings a week pocket
money! Sailplane and Glider June 1940)
In the mid nineteen thirties having completed an apprenticeship Scott joined the Dart Aircraft
Ltd company at Dunstable, which had been founded in 1934 by E.P.Zander and A.R.Weyl to
produce gliders and light aircraft. In his spare time he started building 3 Hutter 17 Nimbus
gliders, the intention being to sell 2 and fly the other himself. However, Zander persuaded
him it would be best if they both left Dart Aircraft and set up their own company. Thus in
August 1937 they formed Zander and Scott Ltd also based at Dunstable – David Underwood
advises that the drawing office was in Albion Street and the factory close by in Matthew St.
The 3 (4) Zander & Scott Hutters were completed and became BGA 321 (cn 101), BGA 331
(cn 102), and BGA 352 (cn 107) – (also BGA 490).


BGA 321 (CofA 12/37) is reckoned to have been home-built by Roy Scott according
to Richard Cawsey. It arrived at Dunstable on the 13th Nov 1937 and was sold to
Alan Colman (of Colman Mustard fame) in May 1938, likely flying at the Norwich and
Norfolk Aero Club. It did survive WW2 and the last heard of was in 1985 when it was
reported as being under restoration at Peterborough Sailplanes.



BGA 331 (CofA 4/38) was written off with the pilot Captain Rattray killed following a
failed winch launch at Farmoor,Oxford, 14th May 1938, the new site of the Oxford
University and City GC.



BGA 352 (CofA 7/38) was sold to Fred Gardiner, Cambridge, in June 1938. Like
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“321” it survived the war and on the 25th May 1949 was registered by Hawkridge
Aircraft Ltd as G-ALRM. Richard Cawsey thinks it was probably sold to a new owner
in Southern Rhodesia early 1951.


(BGA 490) (CofA 8/48) was sold unfinished to Donald Campbell, Dumbarton, the
parts were built pre-war, likely at the Zander and Scott factory. After completion by
Campbell the maiden flight took place on the 19th October 1947 at Balado Bridge.
Registered as G-ALRK on the 25th May 1949. Restored by Ken Fripp at Lasham
1978/79. Bought by Graham Saw and Nick Newton November 1992. Now owned
solely by Nick, BGA 490 flies at many VGC rallies.

5 Primary gliders based on the Dagling were also built by Zander & Scott and a further 3
when the company became Scott Light Aircraft Ltd in December 1938. This change occurred
because Zander & Scott were running out of money. Lord St Davids came to their assistance
and became chairman of the board of the new company. The injection of new capital allowed
the Viking series of gliders to be put into production. Note the name “Viking” was suggested
by Roy Scott’s wife.
SPROULE – IVANOFF CAMEL
For completeness I’ll include the Camel. It was designed by John Sproule and A.Ivanoff and
not Scott, though it was built by Zander and Scott in 1938. A 37 feet 4 inch span single
seater it first flew sometime in 1939 at Ratcliffe, near Leicester. It was registered as G-ALLL
on the 30th March 1939. No CofA ever issued so it does not have a BGA number. Written off
in a mid-air collision with an EoN Olympia at Dunstable on the 19th August 1951.

THE VIKING 1
4 were produced, they had a 51 foot span, the prototype first flying on the 6th November
1938, price ex works was £265. There were a number of very innovative features about this
design.
1. The ailerons, which were differentially geared, automatically connected when the
wings were attached.
2. Via a lever in the cockpit the ailerons could be trimmed up or down to act as camber
flaps.
3. No detachable fairing was required to cover the wing roots, attaching the wings to the
fuselage was easily done through a vertical steel expanding bolt that was inserted
and tightened from above.
No doubt many more Viking 1s would have been built and sold but for the intervention of the
Second World War – all civilian gliding was banned from Easter 1940 unless a rarely granted
special permit was given. Individual details of the 4 gliders produced below:


The prototype cn 111. This was shipped to Argentina by Philip Cooper (a nice
addition to a business trip!) in 1939 who flew it there and then sold it. A number of
gliding records were set up by this Viking 1 in Argentina. It’s eventual fate is unknown
though it’s recorded as making impressive flights in 1940 based at the Club
Argentino de Planeadores Albatross 15 miles to the west of Buenos Aires.
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BGA 415, cn 112. This was impressed by the military in the Spring of 1940. It was
one of the gliders sent to Christchurch to participate in the secret Worth Matravers
radar trials carried out in June/July 1940. This was with the “Special Duties Flight” led
by Wing Commander Mungo Buxton. One of BGA 415 or BGA 425 went on to the
CLE at Ringway, Manchester, and then to Haddenham with Number 1 GTS.
Wikipedia say it was BGA 425 though the Middle Wallop records of Captain Cross
don’t confirm which one it was. What we do know is that BGA 415 was transferred to
the ATC where it was struck off charge on 26th February 1942, it’s most likely fate
being that it was subsequently burnt.



BGA 416, cn 114, which was sold to a W.E.Filmer of the Southdown GC in 1939.
We know nothing about the subsequent history of this glider in WW2. It’s not
recorded as being at any of Christchurch, Ringway, or Haddenham, and neither with
the ATC. We have to assume it was stored which is good because BGA 416, ex GALRD, is the sole surviving Viking 1 today – we have to believe the prototype which
went to Argentina no longer exists. The documentation starts following a major
overhaul in July 1948. It was owned and flown by Lou Glover at Husbands Bosworth
for many years, it was then acquired by Mike Beach of Brooklands fame some time in
2001/2002 and moved to Halton. In 2004 it was very temporarily owned by
Peterborough Sailplanes before being sold to Willem den Baars (Holland) in May
2004, who remains the current owner. It flew until 1998 when 909 hours were
recorded from 2712 launches. Understood that whilst not currently airworthy it was
flying again in 2011/12.

(W.E.Filmer and Viking 1 BGA 416 in 1939 which he flew in the 1939 Nationals at Camphill)
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(BGA 416 at the Firle Beacon rally in 1972 (Courtesy of Scale Soaring UK). Note this rally
was held to commemorate the very first British gliding meeting held 50 years earlier)

BGA 416 still owned by Lou Glover (Courtesy of Scale Soaring UK). Photo was taken on the
30th Sept 1999. This was a fly-in memorial rally held in the same field close to Stanford Hall
(itself close to Husbands Bosworth) where Percy Pilcher, the pioneer aviator suffered his
fatal crash 100 years previously. He died at Stanford Hall 2 days later, the stone monument
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to him sited at the exact crash spot can be seen in the background Next to the Viking 1 is
Laurie Woodage’s Scud 3 and beyond that the tail of the Kite 2b after restoration by Frank
Irving and partners. The especial tragedy of Percy Pilcher’s death is that on the same day he
was intending to fly a powered tri-plane from the same field. Had he succeeded it would
have been the first ever powered flight and would have beaten Orville Wright, 17th December
1903, by 4 years!


BGA 425, cn 119. Like BGA 415 this was at Christchurch for the radar trials and in
August 1940 is stated by Wikipedia as being moved to the CLE at Ringway, and then
again to RAF Thame Haddenham at the end of December 1940. Like BGA 415 this
glider also ended up with the ATC. Believed to have been withdrawn from service in
1942, nothing more known.

I haven’t included any drawings of the Viking 1 as you’ll find them included in a really great
ScaleSoaring UK article on the Viking 1 and 2 accessed from the following link (<Ctrl> and
click):
http://www.scalesoaring.co.uk/VINTAGE/Documentation/Scott_Viking/Scott_Viking.html
Note in particular the link to a marvellous video that captures the aerobatic display given by
John Sproule in the Viking 1, believed to be BGA 425, on 27th June 1941 when King George
VI and Queen Elizabeth visited Haddenham.
For those interested here is a link to another great article that covers the early history of
military gliders at RAF Thame, Haddenham:
http://www.haddenhamairfieldhistory.co.uk (Click on “Glider Training”)
THE VIKING 2
With the Viking 1 in production work was started on a side by side 2 seater, the Viking 2,
which retained many of the features of the Viking 1 design. The wing span was 61 feet and
the maiden flight took place at Dunstable on the 27th August 1939 just prior to the outbreak
of war, Philip Wills was the P1 with Roy Scott as P2. This was written up by Philip Wills in
the October 1939 edition of Sailplane. The article was repeated with additional comments by
Chris Wills in the Spring 2008 edition of the VGC News.
Note you can access electronic copies of all the old gliding magazines via the Lakes Gliding
Club website:
http://www.lakesgc.co.uk/ <Archive><Old Gliding Mags>
The glider became BGA 426 and was bought by John Simpson (father of Colin
Simpson,Colin who today is both a member of the VGC and leading figure in the Gliding
Heritage Centre at Lasham) in, we believe, November 1939. Certainly it was logged as doing
ground hops in the second half of Nov at Clayesmore School in Dorset where John was a
mathematics teacher.
John’s logbook shows the Viking 2 flying at the Wilmington event near Beachy Head which
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began on the 7th April 1940. Thought to have been organised by Ann Edmonds (later Welch)
this was effectively an illegal meeting. Not long afterwards the Viking 2 was requisitioned by
the military and like the 2 Viking 1s was at Christchurch participating in the radar trials which
began in earnest on the 22nd June 1940

The Viking 2 (Courtesy of Colin Simpson)
From Christchurch the glider moved to Ringway, Manchester. Here it was written off by
Flying Officer A.B. “Wilkie” Wilkinson, ex Imperial College GC, whilst attempting aerobatics –
the ailerons disintegrated following “flutter”. Both Wilkinson and his passenger A/C Amnett
(who had never flown before!) escaped by parachute. It has been reported that this was the
first ever successful escape from a glider by parachute but this isn’t true. The cause was
later established as being down to the ailerons not being mass balanced. “Wilkie” Wilkinson
was to die in the Market Garden operation glider landings at Arnhem in September 1944.
You will find references to the Viking 2 being written off at Farnborough later in the war. This
is incorrect, with its crew bailed out it crashed at Mobberley near Ringway and it was on the
12th Oct 1940. The references to Farnborough are very likely because the wreckage, or at
very least the wings, was taken there for investigation post the crash. Colin Simpson does
not know whether his father, John, ever received any compensation for the destroyed glider.
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The Viking 2 with John Simpson in the right-hand seat (Courtesy of Colin Simpson). Both
Viking 2 pictures were taken at Clayesmore School, Dorset, probably in November 1939.
The outbreak of WW2 was a tragedy for Roy Scott and Scott Light Aviation Ltd. With civilian
gliding banned from Easter 1940 no sales of the Viking 1 single seater or the Viking 2 two
seater could be made – Scotts had received 3 orders for the Viking 2 following the prototype.
This was compounded by the loss of the Viking 2 which really was a very promising design
indeed, possibly exceptional. No doubt without the misplaced exhuberance of “Wilkie”
Wilkinson the glider would have been moved on to the ATC. Perhaps it would have survived
like the Slingsby T14 Gull 2 two seater. Actual flying comparison tests between these two
gliders would have been fascinating, sadly it was not to be.
THE AFTERMATH FOR ROY SCOTT and SCOTT LIGHT AIRCRAFT LTD
With the ban on civilian gliding the company tried to get orders for sub-contract work
supplying components to the aircraft industry, unfortunately this was not successful. For a
while Scotts used up their stock of plywood making gas mask cases but then the company
was closed. Roy Scott took up a position with a company making components for the
Armstrong Whitworth Albemarle, but after a year set up a new company, Scott Aero
Precision Ltd, which made jigs and fixtures for the wartime aircraft industry.
After the war he had a very successful business career. Sadly this did not involve gliders or
light aircraft, no doubt the 1939/1940 experience was seen as a chastening one and a
warning. This was a great shame. There is no question that Roy Scott was an extraordinarily
innovative and talented engineer and aircraft designer. As of the Spring of 2008 he was still
alive and living on the south coast of England in Wimborne, Dorset.
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Roy Scott at Lasham in 1994 at the 22 International VGC rally (Chris Wills)
[14/6/2014]
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